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Large eddy simulation of incompressible turbulent flow has been extensively investigated;
hence, a variety of models suited for different numerical schemes have been developed. In the
case of compressible flow, themodeling ismore challenging due to the numerous terms that arise
in the filtered Navier-Stokes equations. Recently, modal explicit filtering was implemented in
the discontinuous spectral element method (DSEM) to mimic the effects of sub-filtered scales
for compressible flows. The method is computationally inexpensive since it is implemented
in the DSEM code using a well-established math library. It has been successfully applied
to simulations of compressible decaying isotropic turbulence and turbulent channel flow. In
this study, channel flows with three different friction Reynolds numbers are simulated using
explicit modal filtering in DSEM to assess the performance of the new method by comparing
turbulent statistics and friction Reynolds numbers to those from DNS. The model predicts the
friction Reynolds number with the maximum of 2.16% error with respect to DNS. Although
the model generates promising results for the average velocity profile compared to DNS, it
requires adjustment of filter strength and frequency to predict rms statistics accurately.
I. Nomenclature
ui = velocity components
ρ = density
xj = Cartesian coordinates
Xj = mapped coordinates
t = time
p = pressure
P = polynomial order
δi j = Kronecker delta
δ = channel half-height
ν = kinematic viscosity
e = total energy
qj = heat flux vector
τi j = viscous stress tensor
Re f = reference Reynolds number
Reτ = friction Reynolds number
Lx = stream-wise domain length
Ly = wall-normal domain length
Lz = span-wise domain length
Pr = Prandtl number
Mf = reference Mach number
γ = heat capacity ratio
T = non-dimensional temperature
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II. Introduction
The growing power of computers has made the direct numerical simulation (DNS) of fundamental turbulent
flows[1, 2], such as decaying isotropic turbulence[3], shear layers[1], and plane channel flows[3], achievable. However,
performing DNS of complex-geometry flows and capturing eddy motions of all scales still remains infeasible. Therefore,
large eddy and Reynolds average simulations[4] became the center of attention for the recent decades. In LES, the
motions of large eddies are resolved, whereas the small scale effects are modeled [5]. In the traditional LES approach, a
low-pass spatial filter is applied to the Navier-Stokes equations to divide the flow structure to resolved and subgrid
scales (SGS). The commutative filtering operation adds SGS terms to the Navier-Stokes equation. In the simplest form,
the SGS terms are calculated using eddy viscosity models such as Smagorinsky model [6]. This type of filtering is
called implicit filtering since no explicit filtering is performed and the coarse grid length is the filter cutoff length scale.
The eddy viscosity models assume that the Reynolds stress tensor is proportional to the strain tensor, whereas
Bardina et al. [7] showed the principal axes of strain and Reynolds stress tensor are not aligned. Therefore, they
proposed a new SGS model, called scale similarity, which uses two levels of filtering to calculate the SGS term. The
coarse mesh itself applies the first level of filtering with a cutoff length equal to the grid size. The second level of
filtering is performed using an explicit filter on the resolved solution to calculate the larger scales with a greater cutoff
length. Scale similarity does not ensure a net positive rate of energy transfer from large scales to small scales, and it
does not dissipate energy [7]. As a result, eddy viscosity is combined with scale similarity to obtain a high correlation
between the exact and modeled Reynolds stress tensor, as well as to model the energy dissipation. Germano et al.
[8] also applied two-level filtering to determine the Smagorinsky constant dynamically. The only input parameter of
Germano’s model is the ratio of filter cutoff lengths, which can be variable for different flows. Generally, whenever two
levels of filtering is needed, explicit filtering proves to be useful.
Large eddy simulation of incompressible flow has been studied extensively using SGS modeling. For compressible
flows, a few SGS models have been developed, because of the complexity of SGS terms in the filtered energy equation.
Moin et al. [9] extended Germano’s dynamic SGS model to LES of compressible flows and transport of a scalar.
They used DNS data of isotropic turbulence, homogeneous shear flow, and turbulent channel flow to evaluate the SGS
turbulent Prandtl number. Erlebacher et al. [10] developed a compressible version of mixed scale-similarity in terms
of Favre-filtered fields, to model subgrid-scale tensor for compressible decaying isotropic turbulence. They obtained
the model by using a linear combination of the Smagorinsky and scale-similarity models, to calculate the Reynolds
stress tensor and heat flux vector, respectively. Lenormand et al. [11] used two subgrid-scale models, a compressible
extension of Smagorinsky model and Bardina-selective mixed scale model, to simulate subsonic and supersonic channel
flow. Their model showed a good agreement with the experiment and DNS results. Martin et al. [12] applied several
mixed and eddy-viscosity models for the momentum and energy equation using the decaying isotropic turbulence
DNS data. They assessed the performance of LES models to predict closure terms in internal energy, enthalpy, and
total energy forms of the energy equation and found that mixed similarity models perform better than eddy-viscosity
models. Lodato et al. [13] applied a class of constrained discrete filter operators to calculate mixed scale similarity
model terms for LES of channel flow. They defined the filter operator based on the work of Vasilyev et al. [14] to
minimize the commutation error for high-order discretization technique with non-uniform solution point distribution.
They investigated the performance of the SGS model calculated using the constrained filter in fully developed channel
flow and obtained a good result for average and rms statistics compared to DNS. Calculation of SGS terms in LES could
add a significant computational overhead to simulation of compressible flows in complex geometries.
Recently, LES of turbulent flows without SGS modeling has gained more attention for compressible flows since
it does not add complex SGS terms to the governing equations, and does not increase computational cost. Grinstein
and Fureby [15] used a new class of LES, known as monotonically integrated LES (MILES), for several cases of fully
developed channel flows. In this approach, the numerical dissipation plays the role of SGS terms and dissipates the
turbulent energy. This method is not applicable to high-order numerical schemes that have little dissipation and small
margins of stability, such as DSEM. As an alternative for numerical dissipation, one can employ an explicit low-pass
filter to drain the energy of small scales in high order numerical schemes. In this context, Gassner and Beck [16]
investigated the accuracy of a high-order discretization scheme, discontinuous Galerkin spectral element (DGSEM), for
under-resolved simulation of the Taylor-Green vortex problem. They used a simple exponential-based modal filter to
eliminate the energy at high wavenumbers, consequently, reducing aliasing error. However, they did not investigate the
performance of their filtering method for wall-bounded flows. Flad et al. [17] employed a cell local projection filter
to stabilize the simulation of under-resolved decaying isotropic turbulence and transitional Taylor-Green vortex using
DGSEM. The stabilization technique is performed by projection of the solution vector from polynomial degree M to a
lower degree N. Also, Winters et al. [18] focused on two methods of stabilizing an under-resolved turbulence simulation
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of inviscid Taylor-Green vortex flow using DGSEM. The first strategy was over-integration, where the quadrature
accuracy is improved by increasing the number of quadrature points. The second approach is built upon the concept of
the split form of the advective terms in the governing equations. In the split form, the nonlinear terms of Navier-Stokes
equation are derived as the average of conservative and non-conservative variables. They showed that the split form
could prevent the accumulation of energy at high-wavenumbers. The split form and over integration methods require
additional computational effort, which is a disadvantage in LES of complex geometry flows.
Ghiasi et al. [3] implemented the modal filtering method in a discontinuous spectral element scheme and tested its
performance by simulating decaying isotropic turbulence and turbulent channel flow with a specific friction Reynolds
number. The DSEM scheme has been employed for simulating various flow configuration such as reacting and
non-reacting Taylor-Green vortex flow [19], spherical explosions [20], channel flow[3], backward facing step [21], and
isotropic decaying turbulence[3]. In this work, we investigate the application of the modal filtering method with no SGS
model to assess the performance of the model for LES of channel flow with various Reynolds numbers. We apply the
modal filter locally on each element, resulting in a low computational cost and ease of implementation. The explicit
modal filtering extends the application of DSEM to LES of complex geometry flows.
III. Methodology
A. Governing Equations
In this paper, we solve full compressible Navier-Stokes equations in a conservative form. We solve the non-
dimensional form, which is presented with Cartesian tensor notation as
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂(ρu j)
∂xj
= 0, (1)
∂(ρui)
∂t
+
∂(ρuiu j + pδi j)
∂xj
=
∂τi j
∂xj
, (2)
∂(ρe)
∂t
+
∂((ρu je + p)u j)
∂xj
= −∂qj
∂xj
+
(τi jui)
∂xj
. (3)
The total energy (e), viscous stress tensor (τi j), and heat flux vector (qj) are expressed, respectively, as
ρe =
p
γ − 1 +
1
2
ρukuk, (4)
τi j =
1
Re f
( ∂ui
∂xj
+
∂u j
∂xi
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δi j
)
, (5)
qj =
1
(γ − 1)Re f PrM2f
∂T
∂xj
. (6)
Here, Re f = ρ∗fU
∗
f L
∗
f /µ∗f is reference Reynolds number, which is calculated based on reference density, ρ∗f , reference
velocity,U∗f , reference length, L
∗
f , and reference dynamic viscosity, µ
∗
f . The Prandtl number is defined as Pr = µ
∗
fC
∗
p/k∗,
where C∗p and k∗ are the constant-pressure specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity, respectively. The superscript
∗ denotes dimensional quantities. We use a non-dimensional form of the equation of state
p =
ρT
γM2
f
, (7)
to close the system of equations. The reference Mach number, Mf = U∗f /c∗f , is defined with c∗f =
√
γRT∗
f
as reference
speed of sound, where R and T∗f are the gas constant and reference temperature, respectively. We can express the
Navier-Stokes equations in a vector form as
∂ ®Q
∂t
+
∂ ®Fai
∂xj
=
∂ ®Fvi
∂xj
, (8)
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where
®Q =
©­­­­­­­«
ρ
ρu1
ρu2
ρu3
ρe
ª®®®®®®®¬
, ®Fai =
©­­­­­­­«
ρui
pδi1 + ρu1ui
pδi2 + ρu2ui
pδ31 + ρu3ui
ui(ρe + p)
ª®®®®®®®¬
, ®Fvi =
©­­­­­­­«
0
τi1
τi2
τi3
−qi + ukτik
ª®®®®®®®¬
. (9)
In Eqs. (8) and (9), ®Q is the solution vector, and ®Fai and ®Fvi are advective and viscous flux vectors, respectively.
B. Numerical Method
In this work, we employ the discontinuous spectral element method to solve Eqs. (7)and (8) numerically. In DSEM,
first, the physical domain is divided into non-overlapping elements. Then each element is mapped onto a unit cube with
[0, 1]3 dimensions using isoparametric mapping. Equation (8), in the mapped space, is
∂Q˜
∂t
+
∂F˜ai
∂Xj
=
∂F˜vi
∂Xj
, (10)
where
Q˜ = J ®Q, F˜ai =
∂Xi
∂xj
®Faj , F˜vi =
∂Xi
∂xj
®Fvj . (11)
In Eqs. (10) and (11), tilde indicates a mapped vector, and J is the Jacobian of the mapping. The term ∂Xi∂x j is the
transformation metric, and Xi and xj are mapped and physical space coordinates, respectively. In each element, Eq.
(10) is discretized on a staggered Chebyshev grid [22]. In DSEM, for one-dimensional grid, we calculate the solution
and flux values on a distribution of Gauss and Gauss-Lobatto collocation points, respectively. Gauss and Gauss-Lobatto
distributions in the mapped space on interval [0, 1] are represented as
Xi+ 12 =
1
2
[
1 − cos
( i + 1
2(P + 1)pi
)]
, i = 0, . . . , P, (12)
Xi =
1
2
[
1 − cos
( i
P + 1
pi
)]
, i = 0, . . . , P + 1, (13)
In Eqs. (12) and (13), P is the approximation polynomial order. The solution (Q˜) and fluxes (F˜) are evaluated with a
high-order Lagrange polynomial basis on each element
Q˜(X1, X2, X3) =
P∑
i=0
P∑
j=0
P∑
k=0
Q˜i+1/2, j+1/2,k+1/2hi+1/2(X1)hj+1/2(X2)hk+1/2(X3), (14)
F˜(X1, X2, X3) =
P∑
i=0
P∑
j=0
P∑
k=0
F˜i, j,khi(X1)hj(X2)hk(X3). (15)
The terms hi+1/2 and hi are Lagrange interpolation polynomials for Gauss and Gauss-Lobatto points, respectively. The
advective fluxes are patched on the element interfaces using an approximate Roe’s Reimann solver [23], while the
viscous fluxes are patched using an arithmetic mean from both sides of the interface values [24]. In the DSEM, the
solution is updated in time using a fourth-order, low storage Runge-Kutta scheme [24] after the fluxes are patched.
C. Filtering Procedure
In DSEM, the solution is represented with a summation of Lagrange polynomials, which are locally constructed on
Gauss points, Eq. (14), in the nodal mapped space. The solution function can also be represented in modal space using
orthogonal basis such as trigonometric functions. Inside a 1D element, a local solution function, q(X, t), at a specific
time, with a polynomial order P can be expressed in nodal form as
q(X, t) =
P∑
i=0
q˜i+1/2(t)hi+1/2(X), (16)
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where q˜i+1/2(t) are the solution values on Gauss points at time t and hi+1/2(X) is the Lagrange polynomial of order P.
The modal expansion of the solution function is defined as
q(X, t) =
P∑
l=0
qˆl(t)φl(X), (17)
where φl(X) is the orthogonal basis function, and qˆl(t) is the expansion coefficient. In the set {qˆl}l=Pl=0 , each successive
function represents a higher mode with a higher spatial frequency. We substitute Eq. (16) into Eq. (17) and evaluate the
expression at the mapped coordinates of the Gauss points, X = Xi+1/2, to derive
q˜(Xi+1/2, t) = 12 qˆ0(t) +
P∑
l=1
qˆl(t) cos
[ lpi
(P + 1)
(
i +
1
2
) ]
, i = 0, ..., P. (18)
Equation (18) is called the inverse discrete Chebyshev transform (iDChT) [25]. The discrete Chebyshev transform
(DChT) [25] is defined as
qˆl(t) = 2(P + 1)
P∑
i=0
q˜(Xi+1/2, t) cos
[ lpi
(P + 1)
(
i +
1
2
) ]
, i = 0, ..., P. (19)
Equation (19) transforms nodal solution values, q˜(Xi+1/2, t), to modal values, qˆl(t). The modal expression of the solution
function in 3D space is simply the tensor-product of the 1D basis functions
q˜(X1, X2, X3, t) =
P∑
k=0
P∑
l=0
P∑
m=0
qˆklm(t)φkφlφm. (20)
In this representation, qˆklm(t) is the modal expansion coefficient tensor that expresses modes, the so-called modal tensor.
Modal explicit filtering works in three steps. First, the mapped nodal solution is transformed to modal space using the
DChT. Second, we set the highest frequency modes, i.e. some components of the modal tensor, to zero to drain energy
from the turbulent domain. Third, we transform the modal solution back to the nodal space by applying iDChT. Here, we
apply the filtering based on a parameter, Pf , which indicates the strength of filtering, and defines the filtering process as
qˆ(t)klm = 0 ∀ {k, l,m}, where max{k, l,m} > P − Pf . (21)
Considering an example of Pf = 1 in a simulation with P = 6, a total number of 3P2 + 3P + 1 = 127 components of the
modal tensor will be removed.
IV. Channel Flow
In this section, we present simulations of fully developed turbulent channel flows to investigate the performance of
the new LES approach, i.e., modal filtering, with wall-bounded flows. First, we explain the problem configuration. Then
we show the simulation results, including Reynolds averaged velocity profiles and Reynolds mean stress components,
and compare DNS results.
A. Problem Setup
A schematic of the physical domain of the channel flow is shown in Fig. 1. Periodic boundary conditions are defined
at the boundaries of the domain in the stream-wise and span-wise directions. A no-slip isothermal wall boundary
condition is applied at boundaries in the wall-normal direction. We also employ a time-dependent forcing term,
introduced by Lenormand et al.[11], to maintain a constant mass flow rate. The DNS of Ghiasi et al. [21], Moser et
al.[26], and Lee and Moser [27] are used as reference for Reτ = 204, 395, and 544, respectively. In all the simulations,
the bulk velocity, U¯, the bulk density, ρ¯, the wall temperature, Tw , and the channel half-height, δ, are chosen as the
reference values. The friction Reynolds number is defined as, Reτ = uτδ/ν, where ν is kinematic viscosity and
uτ =
√
ν ∂u∂y

wall
Re f
(22)
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is the friction velocity. The reference Mach number, Mf , which is calculated based on the reference temperature and
velocity, for CHN200, CHN395, and CHN540 is 0.4, 0.3, and 0.4, respectively. The heat capacity ratio is constant,
γ = 1.4, and the Prandtl number is Pr = 0.72. The size of the domain for each friction Reynolds number is selected
such that it encompasses the largest scales. Table 1. presents the computational domain size and grid information for
each case.
Table 1 Domain size and grid configuration of channel flow cases
Case Re f Lx × Lz Nx × Ny × Nz
Polynomial
order
Total solution
points y+min ∆x+ ∆z+
Points
in y+10 λ
CHN200 3,266 5.61δ × 2δ 4 × 6 × 4 6 32,928 0.255 41 15 3 4.0
CHN395 7,095 2piδ × piδ 10 × 12 × 15 6 617,400 0.169 35 12 5 4.0
CHN540 10,000 4piδ × 2piδ 20 × 12 × 30 6 2,469,600 0.167 49 16 5 4.5
In Table. 1, Lx and Lz are normalized by the channel half-height, δ. The terms Nx , Ny , and Nz indicate the number
of elements in each direction. We denote simulations of Reτ = 204, Reτ = 395, and Reτ = 544 with CHN200, CHN395,
and CHN540, respectively. Since we employ a non-uniform solution point distribution in an element, we define an
average grid size normalized by wall scales in the x and z directions as ∆x+ = uτLxν(Nx (P+1)) and ∆z
+ =
uτLz
ν(Nz (P+1)) . The
superscript (+) means the value is scaled with friction velocity, uτ . In the term y+min =
uτymin
ν , ymin is the wall-normal
distance of the first solution point near the wall. The grid resolution for all the cases falls within the suitable range
required for LES without wall modeling proposed by Choi and Moin [28]. Finally, λ is a constant for determining
element clustering ratio near the wall in the hyperbolic function
ym
Ly
=
1
2
(
1 −
tanh
[
λ
( 1
2 − mNy
) ]
tanh
[
λ
2
] ), m = 0, ..., Ny, (23)
where ym is the wall-normal coordinate of an element interface.
Fig. 1 Schematics of physical domain of channel flow
B. Results
We performed a series of LES of periodic channel flow for three friction Reynolds numbers to investigate the
performance of modal filtering method by comparing the averaged and the root-mean-square statistics with the DNS
results. For each case, a coarse DNS simulation is performed and then a modal filter with strength Pf = 1 is applied
every 100-time steps to determine the effect of filtering on the solution. Giasi et al. [? ] assessed the effect of the
strength (Pf ) and the frequency of filtering on the predicted friction Reynolds number. For the filter strength effect, they
simulated a channel flow with P = 6, but different mesh resolution, and concluded that Pf = 1 produces the closest
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results to DNS regardless of the element size. In this work, the strength of the isotropic filter for all the LES cases is
Pf = 1, meaning the highest modes in all three spatial directions are removed.
In Table 2, we compare the friction Reynolds number calculated using coarse DNS and modal filtering LES with the
DNS value. The friction Reynolds number is calculated based on friction velocity, which is directly proportional to the
stream-wise velocity profile slope at the wall. We observe that the modal filtering approach predicts the slope with
an acceptable error, defined as %Error = Reτ (Pf =1 or Coarse DNS)−Reτ (DNS)
Reτ (DNS) × 100, compared to DNS, given the fact that
we used a coarse grid near the wall. Therefore, the modal filtering LES does not require wall modeling. Moreover,
removing the highest modes reduces the skin friction, which leads to reduction of friction Reynolds number compared
to coarse DNS.
Table 2 Modal filtering effect on friction Reynolds number
Case Reτ (DNS) Reτ (Coarse DNS) Reτ (Pf = 1) %Error (Coarse DNS) %Error (Pf = 1)
CHN200 206.09 221.45 210.35 7.45 2.07
CHN395 392.24 414.32 400.72 5.63 2.16
CHN540 543.50 575.49 545.40 5.86 0.35
In Fig. 2, the average velocity profile scaled with uτ is plotted versus dimensionless wall distance, y+, for the case
CHN200. The mean profiles calculated with coarse DNS and Pf = 1 are compared with the DNS results. In the near
wall region, y+ < 8, a small difference can be observed between Pf = 1 and the coarse DNS curves; however, the
Pf = 1 curve remains closer to DNS curve. Also, as shown in Table 1, the modal filter calculates Reτ more accurately,
which means the slope of the mean velocity profile near the wall is improved by the filter. There are three solution
points within y+ = 10, which is substantially less than the 11 points in the DNS simulation. Yet, the general trend
of the DNS curve in the viscous sublayer, y+ < 5, is captured by the modal filtering technique. In the buffer layer,
5 < y+ < 30, which is a transition region between the viscosity-dominated and turbulent-dominated region, the Pf = 1
curves matches the DNS completely. However, in the log-law (y+ > 30, y/δ < 0.3) and outer layer (y+ > 50) regions,
the modal filtering model slightly under-predicts the velocity profile.
10−1 100 101 102
0
5
10
15
20
y+
〈u+
〉
Coarse DNS
Pf = 1
DNS [21]
Fig. 2 Averaged velocity profile scaled with friction velocity comparison with coarse DNS and DNS of Ghiasi
et al. [21], for CHN200
Figure 3 shows the scaled mean velocity profile for case CHN395. The coarse DNS curve is closer to the DNS curve
in the CHN395 case compared to the CHN200 since a finer scaled grid size (∆x+ and ∆z+) is used in CHN395. The
modal filter with Pf = 1 predicts the correct velocity profile and performs better than CHN200. A would be expected,
the modal filtering model performance improves by increasing the grid resolution. The Pf = 1 curve matches with the
DNS curve almost everywhere except in the log-law region where it slightly over-predicts the mean profile. Figure 4
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presents the average normalized velocity profile for the CHN540 case. The number of points in y+ = 10 for CHN540
is the same as the case CHN395, but in the span-wise and stream-wise direction, the grid is coarser regarding the
normalized grid spacing. In this case, also the modal filtering model predicts the mean profile accurately.
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〈u+
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Coarse DNS
Pf = 1
DNS [26]
Fig. 3 Averaged velocity profile scaled with friction velocity comparison with coarse DNS and DNS of Moser
et al. [26], for CHN395
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DNS [27]
Fig. 4 Averaged velocity profile scaled with friction velocity comparison with coarse DNS and DNS of lee and
Moser [27], for CHN540
The rms fluctuation velocity in xi-direction is defined as u
′′+
i =
√
{u′′i u
′′
i }/u2τ in which, {} denotes Favre-average. The
rms velocities determined with modal filtering and coarse DNS are compared with DNS results for Reτ = 204 (Fig. 5).
Within y+ = 10, the rms fluctuation velocities show improvement by filtering. Also, the location of maximum u′′+1 for
the Pf = 1 curve matches the DNS. The modal filtering model over-estimates the fluctuation velocities in the range
0 < y+ < 40 compared to DNS results, yet it provides a better estimation of fluctuation velocities than the coarse DNS.
Considering fluctuation velocities for Reτ = 395 (Fig. 6) more points in y+ = 10 improves the performance of modal
filtering in determining u′′+2 and u
′′+
3 . In Fig. 7, the modal filter marginally improves the stream-wise rms fluctuation
velocity compared to coarse DNS for Reτ = 540. However, the modal filtering model performs better in predicting u
′′+
2
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and u′′+3 .
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0
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u′
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Coarse DNS
Pf = 1
DNS [21]
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0
0.5
1
1.5
y+
u′
′ + 3
Fig. 5 Stream-wise, wall-normal, and span-wise rms velocity fluctuations, compared with DNS of Ghiasi et al.
[21], for CHN200
The turbulent kinetic energy, defined as TKE = 0.5(u′′+1
2
+ u
′′+
2
2
+ u
′′+
3
2), is plotted for three Reynolds numbers in
Fig. 8. For all the cases, the coarse DNS solution contains more turbulent kinetic energy than DNS. The modal filter
removes a portion of the extra energy that is accumulated at the mesh resolution cut-off wavenumber. For y+ > 50,
as the Reynolds number increases, the filter with the strength of Pf = 1 drains more energy than is required, i.e., the
Pf = 1 curve falls below the DNS curve. In y+ < 50, the Pf = 1 overshoots the DNS curve, meaning more energy must
be removed in this region. As a result, we can conclude that the filter strength should change with wall-normal distance.
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Fig. 6 Stream-wise, wall-normal, and span-wise rms velocity fluctuations, compared with DNS of Moser et al.
[26], for CHN395
V. Conclusions
The explicit modal filtering technique has been employed for the LES of three fully developed turbulent channel
flows, with Reτ = 204, 395 and 544. In modal filtering LES, the governing equations of the compressible flow are solved
for a coarse grid resolution using DSEM with no additional SGS model. The best configuration of the strength and
the frequency of filtering is chosen for the simulations. The LES model can predict mean profile accurately for all the
friction Reynolds numbers. It also estimates the rms statistics quite accurately for span-wise and wall-normal directions,
whereas for the stream-wise fluctuation velocity, it produces a slight overshoot at the location of maximum fluctuation
intensity near the wall. The mode removal procedure locally drains turbulent kinetic energy on each element. The
LES results show that the kinetic energy level is lower than in DNS away from the wall, which leads to the conclusion
that the modal filtering method requires regularization in terms of the wall distance. The LES model is designed to
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Fig. 7 Stream-wise, wall-normal, and span-wise rms velocity fluctuations, compared with DNS of Lee and
Moser [27], for CHN540
be computationally inexpensive since it does not require the additional calculations of closure terms in the filtered
Navier-Stokes equations. Therefore, it is essential to examine the method performance in different turbulent flows
such as wall-bounded, plane mixing layer, and the plane wake flows. Moreover, the explicit modal filtering is a perfect
choice for the LES of complex geometry flows since it is implemented locally for each element and it has negligible
computational overload.
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Fig. 8 Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) profile in wall normal distance for CHN200, CHN395, and CHN540
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